
Hung Season One Beset by a perfect storm of personal and financial 
woes, desperate high school teacher Ray Drecker (Thomas Jane) attends a 
self-help seminar to discover a personal "winning tool" that he can market. 
He soon figures out the tool, and it's very personal indeed. With the help of 
an old flame and aspiring poet named Tanya (Jane Adams), Ray finds a 
new calling as a male escort servicing the Detroit area in this Golden 
Globe-nominated, offbeat HBO series. Disc 1 ncludes the following 
episodes: "Pilot," "Great Sausage or Can I Call You Dick?," "Strange 
Friends or The Truth Is, You're Sexy," "The Pickle Jar or Twice as Fat!" 
and "Do It, Monkey!" Disc 2 ncludes "Doris is Dead or Are We Rich or 
Are We Poor?," "The Rita Flower or 'The Indelible," "Thith Ith A Prothetic 
or You Come Just Right," "This Is America or Fifty Bucks" and "A Dick 
and a Dream or Fight the Honey." Also included are the featurettes "About 
Hung," "The Women of Hung" and more. HBO
Entourage Season 6 After a disastrous year capped off by the Smoke 
Jumpers debacle, Vince (Adrian Grenier) is poised to make a comeback -- 
beginning with a starring role in Martin Scorsese's next picture. 
Meanwhile, Turtle (Jerry Ferrara) might finally be getting lucky in love. 
Kevin Connolly, Kevin Dillon and Jeremy Piven co-star in the sixth season 
of this Golden Globe-winning comedy series about the unpredictability of 
the entertainment industry. For Vince, Eric, Drama and Turtle, life in 
Hollywood’s fast lane can be an intoxicating roller-coaster of a ride. After 
hitting some speed bumps the last couple of years, Vince’s career is in high 
gear after his role in a new Martin Scorsese film. But now that Vince is 
back on top, is it finally time for the entourage to step out of his shadow?. 
Disc 1 ncludes the following episodes: "Drive," "Amongst Friends," "One 
Car, Two Car, Red Car, Blue Car" and "Runnin' on E." Disc 2 includes the 
following episodes: "Fore!," "Murphy's Lie," "No More Drama" and "The 
Sorkin Notes." Disc 3 ncludes the following episodes: "Security Briefs," 
"Berried Alive," "Scared Straight" and "Give a Little Bit." This disc also 
includes a making-of featurette, 'One x One' PSA with Matt Damon and 'A 
Day at the Speedway' featurette. HBO
Fireball It's Muay Thai combat with a streetball twist in this tale of a 
juvenile delinquent who joins an underground basketball team on a 
mission of vengeance. His twin brother lying comatose with little hope of 
recovery, Tai vows to take on the vicious drug lords responsible for his 
sibling's dire condition. The men he seeks are the organizers of a brutal 
new underground sport in which players attempt to sink a basket while 
engaging in full contact Muay Thai. Convinced that he's closer than ever to 
catching his target, Tai practices his long shot and prepares for battle. With 
each game won, Tai comes one step closer to avenging his fallen brother. 
MTI
The Real McCoys Season 4 When a happy-go-lucky West Virginia 
mountain family moves to a ranch in California's San Fernando Valley, 
anything is likely to happen. Grampa Amos McCoy a porch-rockin', 
gol-darnin', consarnin' old codger with a wheezy voice loves to meddle in 
other people's affairs, neighbors and kin alike. Joining him are grandson 
Luke (Richard Crenna); Luke's new bride, Kate (Kathleen Nolan); teenage 
sister, 'Aunt' Hassie (Lydia Reed); 11-year-old brother Little Luke 
(Michael Wikeiman); musically inclined farm hand Pepino (Tony 
Martinez); and their argumentative neighbor, George MacMichael (Andy 
Clyde). George's spinster sister Flora (Madge Blake) has eyes for Grampa 
but alas, it's not meant to be. Smithsonian / Infinity
Patricia Friberg's Beautiful Belly Workout The Motivating Belly 
Beautiful Workout is a fusion of Pilates, Sculpting, gentle stretches and 
relaxation adapted for the prenatal participant. This comprehensive 
workout program includes several modules: pelvic floor work, abdominals. 
upper body, lower body, stretching and a guided relaxation. Benefits 
include: Maintain and enhance pre-pregnancy strength to bounce back 
quickly after delivery, Build strength and endurance in order to assist in 
labor and delivery, Strengthen postural muscles (related to alignment 
changes) in order to prevent injury during pregnancy and to prepare for 
newborn care, Reduce Stress, elevate mood and increase energy during and 
after pregnancy. Belly Beautiful Workout is a specialized prenatal exercise 
program that follows the guidelines of the American College of 
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, so that women may safely exercise 
though their pregnancy.
Obama's Deal Gain a deeper understanding of how the Obama 
administration functions as Frontline producer Michael Kirk pulls back the 
curtain to reveal how the early decisions made by the 44th President of the 
United States could ultimately define his entire legacy. From Obama's 
early efforts to overhaul the health care system to his acrid debates with 
the Tea Party, the administration faced an imposing uphill battle from day 
one. In a time when special interest groups have more influence than ever 
on American politics, Kirk takes viewers behind boardroom doors and into 
the halls of congress to offer an illuminating look at the state of American 
politics in the early 21st Century. PBS
Through a Dog's Eyes Through a Dog s Eyes is a film about the 
human-canine bond as told through the moving stories of service dogs and 
the people whose lives they have changed. It will transform how audiences 
see their own dogs. PBS
White Ribbon At a rural school in northern Germany in 1913, a form of 
ritual punishment has major consequences for students and faculty. But the 
practice may have bigger repercussions on the German school system and 
maybe even on the growth of fascism. Celebrated Austrian filmmaker 
Michael Haneke helms this Golden Globe-winning, sumptuously 
photographed black-and-white drama that stars Susanne Lothar, Ulrich 
Tukur and Theo Trebs. Sony
The Dancing Boys Of Afghanistan Follow Afghan journalist Najibullah 
Quraishi as he profiles the reemergence of his country's tradition of bacha 
bereesh, in which wealthy and powerful men lure impoverished young 
boys off the streets to sing, dance and be used as sexual objects. Granted 
unbelievable access to an actual sexual exploitation ring in Afghanistan, 
Quraishi presents powerful interviews with youthful victims as well as 
their masters. WGBH Boston
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